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Company Overview

Incorporated in 2005, PT Global Sarana Persada has established itself as a leading distributor of renown quality sealing solutions for industrial sealing and Hydraulic components & Hardware in Indonesia.

PT Global Sarana Persada offers the convenience of end-to-end manufacturing solutions, complete with an integrated supply chain management system. Always seeking to understand individual customers' needs, we adapt internal structures to cater to their specific requirements. We support the full integration of our supply chain management by providing comprehensive services ranging from designing, prototype development, materials sourcing, manufacturing and shipping to providing technical support, stocking and training.

"It is not only new products and services that provide competitive advantage, but also new ideas in every area... and the source of new ideas is PEOPLE. Our success means strong focus on customers and product base to ensure customers' satisfaction and support."

PT Global Sarana Persada offers comprehensive technical assistance and support which customers need to meet specific applications and emerging needs. Through an efficient supply chain and stocking policy, we are committed to bringing you on time delivery.

Company Name : PT. Global Sarana Persada
Date Founded : May, 5th 2005
Director : Agung Setiarso
Address : Jl. Pelita No. 14 Cengkareng Timur Jakarta 11730
Telp. : +62-21-351 1841
Fax. : +62-21-351 1844
Email : sales@globalsarana.co.id
Website : www.globalsarana.co.id
Vision and Mission

Vision :

Be a leader of trading company for o-rings, hydraulic – pneumatic seals, mechanicals seal and also in specific products related in sealing components in Indonesia.

Mission :

Our focus to Oil and Gas, petrochemical, chemical, Mining, steel, tire industry and other related heavy industry. Beside selling elastomer product, we would like to provide education to industrial person about how important of choosing the appropriate compound of o-ring & seal. Because improper use of seals not only could damage the equipment but also fatal injury.

Business Strategy

Firstly, we serve all of customer needs especially on elastomer product. Then customer give list o-ring & seal or we identify, stock their demand on partnership proposal program for the best price & availability. Continually, we would like to find the best quality & competitive sub-distributor in all around market area. This would give "Win-Win Solution" for both company. Our company provide stock items, inventory control, technical support, delivery service. Meanwhile, customer get advantage of fixed priced during term of contract, competitive price, reduce idle time & man hours, no administration cost & warranty of product quality.

Special for rubber product, we can make tooling based on customer request. Customer could provide sample of product, we make tooling then produce the product. Or customer provide tooling then we produce the product. In others words we would like to be "Customer Driven Company".
Our Product

We are sales partner in Indonesia for Freudenberg, Parker Seals, Hallite, Sakagami, Gapi and Busak+Shamban, KALREZ, etc. The partnership has help to differentiate PT GSP from other sealing company as one that is committed in providing the best quality sealing products to our customer. We import our high quality seals from Europe, USA, Japan and we are currently distributing the products for more than 10 well-established brand names.

Ring Products
- AS-386 Standard O-Rings
- Japanese JIS Standard O-Rings
- Explosive Decompression Resistance O-ring
- Encapsulated PTFE O-Rings
- O-Ring Cord
- O-Ring Kits
- Quad Rings (X-Ring)
- V-Ring
- Backup Rings
- Wear Rings
- PVC Hoses and Connectors
- Valve
- CPVC PIPE & Accessories

Hydraulic / Pneumatic Seal
- Parker Seals
- Hallite Seals
- Sakagami Seals
- Valqua Seals
- Polypac Seals

Oil seal
- NOK
- CHO, SOG
- ERIKS
- Garlock-Klozure
Our Partner

We have outstanding relationship with a number of leading worldwide manufacture of seals, Pipe, Valve and Hose.
Client

MAJOR AREA OF BUSINESS

We cover various industrial type of business such as:

- Oil & Gas Industries
- Petrochemical and Chemical Process Industry
- Hydraulic / Pneumatic Machinery tools
- Mining Industry
- Tire Industries
- Steel Industries
- Heavy Equipment Industries
- Etc.
In the time being, our major customer are:

✓ PT. Pertamina Hulu Energy ONWJ
✓ British Petroleum, Ltd
✓ PT. Patra SK
✓ PT. UNITED TRACTORS Tbk.
✓ PT. Chubb Safes Indonesia
✓ PT. Bluescope Steel Indonesia
✓ PT. Asahimas Chemical
✓ PT. Unggul Indah Cahaya
✓ PT. Amoco Mitsui Indonesia
✓ PT. Chandra Asri
✓ PT. Petrokimia Gresik
✓ PT. Pembangkitan Jawa Bali
✓ PT. Kansai Paint Indonesia
✓ PT. TOTAL INDONESIE
✓ PT. Weatherford Indonesia
✓ PT. Elnusa Drilling Services
✓ PT. Exspan Petrogas Intranusa (EPI LOGGING SERVICES)
✓ PT. Sagatrade Murni
✓ PT. SMART, Tbk
✓ PT. Bintang Toedjoe
✓ PT. Sulfindo Adi Usaha (Satomo Group)
✓ PT. Asian Isuzu Casting Centre
✓ PT. Burgmann Indonesia
✓ PT. Indorama Synthetics Tbk
✓ PT. Bakrie Tosanjaya
✓ PT. Indo Bharat Rayon
✓ PT. Polychem Indonesia
✓ PT. GS Battery
✓ PT. Indonesia Koito
✓ PT. Semen Padang
✓ PT. Lautan Ajinomoto Fine Ingredients
✓ PT. Djarum
✓ PT. Tracon Industries subsidiary of PT Rekayasa Industri
✓ Etc.